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Risk Assessment –  Shepperton She 

 

 
Hazard Consequence Serious? Response/ Controls 

What Likelihood What Likelihood 

 
Assess and control prior to session 

 

Unrelated 
illness 

Depends 
on group 

various various various All paddlers responsible for advising leader(s) of any ailments. 
Check Inhalers/ syringes are carried safely. 

Wet, cold probable discomfort possible minor All paddlers properly clothed with . (Helmet, thermals, waterproof 
cagoule, suitable footwear, wetsuit if lead coach judges necessary.) 

Capsize/ 
swim 

probable Hypothermia Minimal serious Withdraw trainee from session if signs of hypothermia/excessive chill. 

Swept 
downriver 

Possible Moderate Rescue equipment carried in group – throwlines, tapes, krabs, split 
paddle, mobile phone. 
Competent rescuer in group.  
Choice of safe entry and exit point. 

Fatigue Probable discomfort possible minor Withdraw trainee from session if any risks significantly aggravated. 

Impact 
with 
rocks, 
slips on 
river bank 

Probable cuts, grazes, 
strains 

probable Depends 
on injury 

Qualified First Aider in group. First Aid kit checked. 
Minimum one paddler in group competent at above the water grade. 

Fractures, 
dislocations 

possible serious Protective clothing / equipment properly worn (Helmets, BAs)  
Emergency service contact details known. 

Kit 
breakages 

slight moderate No special action. 

Pins, 
Entrap-
ment 

Possible Drowning if 
capsized 

negligible Very 
serious 

Paddlers’ abilities known to leader(s).  
Brief paddlers to avoid retentive weir stopper river left. 
Cover hazards with throwline 
River levels assessed by leader(s). Not in spate/ above banks/ in trees 
or fences. 

Strains possible discomfort possible minor Suitable warm up before getting on the water.   
Supervise lifting/handling of equipment. 

 
Assess and control after session 

 

Water 
swallowe
d 

possible Stomach 
complaints 

slight Minor No immediate action.  

Weil’s negligible serious Monitor any “swimmers” for flu symptoms over 1 week. 

 



Standard Operating Procedures – Shepperton 
Start of session: 
1. Coach will take responsibility for paddlers on water.  Parents will be told that they are responsible for their juniors off the 

water and that if they allow their juniors to travel to the session alone, no off-water supervision will be given by coaches. 
2. Paddlers will be instructed to sign in before the session on the Shepperton Club register / visitor book. 
3. One coach to be recognised as lead coach for the session. 
4. All other trainees and helpers to be advised of this and of the ultimate unquestionable authority of the lead coach. 
5. All sessions for Div 3 paddlers and below must have at least one suitably experienced BCU Coach plus one qualified 1st 

Aider (can be same person) 
6. Coaches will be guided by BCU supervision ratios, only making exceptions where water conditions, paddler experience 

and the group-mix permit a safely run session.  For groups of over 6, a second competent adult should be on the water. 
7. Lead coach to determine bank/ safety support needed for session and ensure this is in place. 
8. Lead coach to bring first aid kit, throwline, towline, split paddle, mobile phone (if paddling substantially away from the 

main weir (e.g. Long Island, paint works, little but long tributary off from the B weir, upstream beyond Paxmead.) 
9. Lead coach to visually check all paddlers for appropriate safety equipment - helmets, BA’s and spraydecks. 
10. Warm up and stretch routines as judged necessary by lead coach. 
11. If lead coach judges it necessary given water levels and paddler abilities, lead coach to post rescue teams with throw 

lines at appropriate places, safety boats and chaser boats for weak rollers. 
 

During Session: 
12. A buddy-up procedure will be encouraged, with paddlers ensuring that their buddy is in a position of safety before they 

cross the main flow. 
13. Withdraw all paddlers suffering cold, exhaustion, injuries or illness etc. and arrange for them to be escorted back to 

clubhouse by others.  
14. If injuries are more than minor burns, grazes, cuts they are reportable. Examples are broken bones, dislocations, 

concussion, near drowning, any loss of consciousness (even temporary,) seizures, cuts requiring stitches, any other 
incident requiring medical attention beyond First Aid. In these cases the session must be terminated immediately by the 
lead coach in a safe manner and not re-started until responsibility and welfare of the casualty has been passed onto 
another adult. 

15. If session is to continue, lead coach remains at course to continue supervision. 
16. Paddlers withdrawing themselves voluntarily from the session must be escorted back to the pontoon by an adult but are 

permitted to return to the clubhouse unescorted. 
 

After session: 
17. Ensure all “swimmer” events are advised verbally to parent. 
18. Warm down and stretch routines as judged necessary by lead coach. 
19. Any reportable injuries – written report to be completed and given to group leader. 
20. Paddlers will be instructed to sign out afterwards on the Shepperton Club register / visitor book. 


